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SECTION I - GENERAL DESCRIPTJ9N 

l. GENERAL USE 

The multifrequency incoming register 
is used in conjunction with a multifre
quency signal receiving circuit to receive 
information in the fnr'm or· multi.frequency 
signals tr11t1G1nitted on o. t.wo froquenc:1.es 
out of six be.s:l.D from either e, key·sot or 
an outgoing sender. When the entire nume 
ber has been received, this information is 
transferred to a completing marker no that 
a connection can be :iet up bet'!'reen tho 
incoming trunk and the ca11ed line or 
between the incoming trunk and an outgoing 
trunl<. to the called of fie e. The marker 
then controls the completion of the call 
directly or with the aid of a sender. A 
block diagram showing the connections of 
fl. niultif'r0quency incoming reglster on a 
completing call is shown on the SD in 
inJ'urmation Note 301 in Fig. l and a 
block diagram showing the connections of a 
multifrequency incoming register on a 
tandem connection is shovm in Fig. 2. 

A group of registers, ma.ximurn 10, 
appears in a single register link circuit. 
This link circuit, called a link group, 
has a maximum of 12 horizontal groups of 
trunks in a wire spring relay link and a 
maximur:1 of 15 horizontal groups of trunks 
in a U type relay link. A horizontal 
group contairlEl onr! or lwo 20 vertical 
crossbar switches and e.ccommoda.tes from 
l to 40 incoming trunlrn with each trunk 
requiring one vertical unit. Registers 
appear on the horizontals of the switches 
and are multipled to corresponding levels 
of iJie switches of all horizontal groups 
in the linl<. 

For each horizontal trunk group each 
register has in the link circuit a reginter 
prefe~ence relay, a register busy relay 
and other relays to send trunk frame 
number, class and trunk location informa
tion to the register. For each trunk in 
the link there is a trunk preference 
relay. 

.:h_(}_~ NERA_l, ~{L<:'.I'J1Ql2__ Ol~_QE.f~J;,QJ:I 

3.1 

~ien a trunk receives a call it 
opera Les In I.he linl 1. ts preference relay 

which closes a start 1ead to the register 
preference relay chain. If the preferred 
register is idle, its register preference 
relay operates; but if it is busy, its 
busy relay will be operated advancing the 
start lead to the succeeding regist0r. 

The operat-ton of tile reg:Lster pre
ference relay constitutes seizure of Lhe 
register. The register preference relay 
operates in the register an off-normal 
relay which prepares the register for 
operation. The register. preference relay 
also operates in the register a register 
busy relay which causes operation of link 
register busy relays for this register in 
all other horizontal groups. 

The link sends to the register in
formation consisting of class of trunk, 
trunk link frame number and trunk location 
for translation to a trunk number, if 
required. This information will be used 
by the completing marker in processing 
the call. A crosspoint is closed in the 
link to connect the trunk to the register 
and the register makes a check for a 
possible double connection. The trunk 
cut-off relay is then operated to allow the 
register sole access to the tip and ring 
leads. When this connecti.on has been 
established and all checks satisfactorily 
completed the control relays of the reg
ister link are released. After a timed 
:interval the register takes control of' 
supervision and reverses the polarity of 
the tip Md ring leads to signal tlm t the 
register is ready to receive pulses. 

3,2 Signal Receiver 

Permanently associated with each reg
:l.ster is a multifrequency signal receiving 
circuit which receives and translates the 
signals transmitted over the trunk. Five 
frequencies are used for the transmission 
of the digits O to 9 on a two-out-of-five 
basis and a sixth frequency issused in 
combination with one of' the five for en
abling the receiver before the start 
of pulsing of digits and for indicating 
to the rece:l.ver and register that the 
ent1re number has been~transmitted. The 
receiver detects the enabling pulse and 
readies itself for receipt of the digit 
signals. T'hese are received as two-out
of-five frequencies and the receiver grounds 
the corresponding two-out-of-five leads to 
the register to cause operation of relays 
of the digit register. At the time of 
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receipt of the digit frequencies the re
ceiver signals the register to prepare 
to advance to the next digit and the re
gister in this preparation starts a recycle 
of the receiver. When the digit signals and, 
the receiver completes its recycle and the 
register completes its advance to the next 
digit, Succeeding digits are recorded in a 
similar manner. 

After all the digits are transmitted 
an additional combination of two frequen
cies is transmitted as an end signal. The 
receiver detects this combination and sig
nals the register to prepare to transfer 
the number to the marker. 

3.3 Trunk Cut Through 

Before the completing marker can 
complete the call, the trunk must be 
changed from its pulsing condition to its 
t1·ansmission condition so that it can 
assrnne supervision. When the signal is 
recetved from the receiver that all digits 
have been received, the register causes 
operation of the trunk cut through relay, 
checks that it operates and then proceeds 
to establish a connection to a completing 
murker. 

3.4 Connection to Marker 

When the register has checked that thd 
trunk has established its transmission con
dition and is ready to assume supervision, 
it connects to a completing marker by means 
of a marker connector. The register transfers 
to the marker 1.nformation consisting of the 
trunk clasa, the trunk link frame number, 
all the registered digits, the digit end 
slgnal and, for trunks with appearances on 
the line link frame, a trunk number which 
enables the marker to determine the line 
link location from the number group. The 
marker then proceeds to establish a con
nection between the trunk and the called 
destination, For local trunks and local 
calls on tandem trunks, this involves 
establishing a linkage between the trunk 
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link frame appearance of the trunk and the 
line link appearance of the line. For 
through calla on tandem and intertoll trunksi, 
this involves establishing a linkage between 
the line link appearance of the incoming 
trunk and the trunk link appearance of an 
outgoing trunk to the desired office. 
When a call is thus completed or the trunk 
is set in an overflow condition due to the 
marker being unable to complete the call, 
the marker operates a release relay in the 
register to disconnect the register from 
the marker. The register then releases 
the link connection between the trunk and 
the register. The register is then ready 
to serve another trunk. 

Prefix Counter 

In conjunction w-ith the class rela;y,s, 
the register determines whether any "one ' 
digits received initially should be regis
tered on the prefix counter as a foreign 
area directing code or on a service code 
or on the A digit register as part of the 
called code or number. 

3,6 Operator Errors 

The register is equipped to detect 
certain errors by operators and to cause a 
reorder routing of the call rather than to 
have the marker block and cause a troubJe 
record. The errors detected consist of 
too few or too many digits for the 
particular trunk class. 

3,7 Trouble Timers 

When the register is seized, two 
trouble condition timers are started. 
Those are the link release and the overall 
timers. The link release timer will de
tect a trouble condition which prevents 
the link from completing its functions and 
indicates this to the marker so that the 
appropriate action can be taken. The over
all timer will detect any condition which 
prevents completion of the call in the 
normal manner. 
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1.1 

A maximum of ](1 rep:,lsterH fl.nd a max
imum of 4.f\o trunlui Jn 11. vi.\ rn nprlng link 
such as 8J)··260lJ,[.l«Jl, o» u. mf1J\Jrnwn of 600 
trunks 1n a U type re:J ay .U.nk Emch as 
SD-255{ir.)-Ol, an! 1ic1soct1tLed w:l.th a regj.s-
ter linlt circuit. ~.'he wlre link 
has from 1 to 12 ho:rizont~J- groups of 
trunks and the U rele.y link h1:w from 1 to 
15, A horizonte,1 group conto,ins one or two 
200 polnt cros13bar swttcheiJ and s,ccornmo-
da tes from 1 to 11.0 incom:tng trunks with 
each trunk requiring one vert:tcal un:tt. 
Registers appefu on the hOl:izontal of the 
switches and are mn1tipled to correspond
lng levels of BWi tches for e.11 hor:lzontal 
groups :Ln the link group. Fi.gure 3, in 
the SD information Note 302, shows a 
block schematie indicating the arrangement 
of t1·unlrn and reg:Lsters on a wire spring 
incoming reglster 1lnk frame. 

1.2 

For each horizontal group ln the 
llnk, each register has a register pr&fer
ence re1ay, a register busy relay, and 
other relayB to Bend trunk frl!itme munber, 
c1ass, and trunk 1oce,t1on information to 
the register. Each trunk Im.a ln the llnk 
a trunk p:refercnee re1ay. Tha regist®r 
preferenee re1ays a.nd the trunk preference 
re1ays are arranged into chains 
that control the operation of the link. 

2.1 

When a trunk receives a Clll,11 it 
operates in the 1ink :tts relay, 
which closes e, ste,rt the :register 
preference relay chain, If the preferred 
register is idle its register preference 
relay operateB, it :ts busy, lts busy relay 
will be advancing the start 1ead 
to the succeeding register. 

The operation of the register prefer
ence rele,y eonGtitutes rrn:tzu·re of the re
gister, but if more than one preference 
relay ln operatocl nlrnultG,neouflly for that 
regj s Lcr, the trunk in Urn proferred 

poa1tion gets connected and the less pre
ferred trunk will be advanced to another 
register by operaUon of the link register 
busy relay, 

The operation of the register prefer
ence relay 1ocks the c11ll ln by connect1.ng 
ra11:tstance battt~ry fl'Om the register on the 
"LK" lead, :ln po,ra11e1 wlth that from the 
trunk over 1ead "ST", so that any momentary 
closure on the trU.nk wh:tch is 1ong enough 
to operate the register preference relay 
will, cause the connection to be locked in 
until the reg:tster takes control of super
vision.\ This is illustrated in the in
forrnat:ton Note 303 on the SD in Fig. 5 
where X represents the horizontal group 
in which the trunk is to be served, X1 
represents any other horizontal group, 
Y represents the trunk being served, and Y1 
represents any other trunk in that 
horizontal group, 

As shown in Fig. 6, the register 
preference relay closes a shunting circuit 
from lead "LO" to its associated l:tnk 
register busy relay, designated RBX, to 
prevent it from operating~ The register 
relays RB and RBl operate to cause operation 
of the link register busy relays, designated 
RBX1 in Fig. 6 for this reg:tster in all 
other1 hor:tzontal groups to advance the start 
leads, 

The re~ister preference relay also 
grounds lead ON" to operate the regis-
ter off~normal relay ON, The immediate 
funct:tons of ON are to aid the link in 
closing the crosspoints and to operate ONl, 
SR, TMl, and AS to prepare them for future 
use. 

2.2 Trunk Link frame~ Trunk CJ.ass, and 
Trunk Location Information 

The reg:tster preference relay in the 
link operates assoc1ated relays designated 
C and CA in the wire spring type relay link 
or CL, TF, ·and TN :tn the U type relay link 
from ground on lead "TF 11

• These relays 
close ground to a trunk c1o.ss lead 11 0A", 
"TAN 11

, etc,, close grounds to trunk link 
frame number lea,ds for opera ti on of the FGO, 
FCH, or I"m? and two of the relays TFO, 1, 
2, I+, 7 and close grounds to the trunk 
1ocation leads, if required, for operation 
?f one ?f the relay0 .LT0-9 and tv:o of the 
relays LUO, 1, 2, 4, ( and one of the 
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relays REG, REGl, SUP, or SUPl. This trunk 
location information is required for trunks 
with appearances on the line link frame and 
is translated by the register into a trunk 
number which is later transferred to the 
marker. 

2.21 Trunk Link Frame Number Registration 

One of the leads 11TF0 11 to 11TF9 11 to the 
1·egister link will be grounded on each call 
11hen the connecting relay of the register 
link horizontal group associated with the 
selected incoming register operates. Thia 
ground causes operation of one of the five 
TFOt 1,2, 4, 7 relays, The TF- relay in 
operating locks and operates the trunks 
frame transfer relay which transfers each 
of the ten incoming 11 TF 11 leads for one TF
relay to another TF- rel.ay. The two TF
relays connected to each lead have the 
numerical suffixes of the two-out-of-five 
combination for the numerical designation 
of the lead. For example, a ground on lead 
11 'rF'.' 11 will initially cause op era ti on of relay 
'1'I•'2. TF2 will operate TFT to connect lead 
11 TF~' II to relay TFO. 

Each of the operated TF- relays will 
ground a correspondingly numbered lead to 
the marker connector. 

A contact of TFT is placed in the CK 
relay operating path to insure that TFT is 
operated before the link release check 
relay RLK is operated. This insures that 
a ground has been received on one of the 
"TF'- 11 leads. If a ground :l.s not present on 
one of the "TF- 11 leads, TFT will not operate 
and the link release timer will function to 
cause connection to a marker w:l.th a link 
release failure ~ication, If a trouble 
record is taken at this time, it will indi
cate the link groups involved in the call. 

If a ground is present on the "TF- 11 

lead and the TFT operates but the second TF-
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relay does not operate the marker will de
tect the condition when the marker is 
summoned after digit registration and the 
resultant trouble record will indicate the 
number of the incoming register in which 
the trouble condition exists. 

The FGO, FGl, and FG2 relays are used 
to indicate the tens number of the trunk 
link frame on which the trunk appears, 

2.22 Trunk Class Registration 

On each call information must be re
corded as to the class of trunk, incoming, 
toll or tandem, type of translator to be 
used by the marker and whether or not the 
services of a special marker are required. 

The six OA, OB, and AB special and non
special class combinations are registered 
on either one or two relays operated out of 
four relays, These relays are the OA, OB, 
and AB which provide the class and trans
lator marks to the marker and CLS which 
operates whenever a special marker is re
quired. 

If the trunk class is OA, OB, or AB 
the desired relay operates directly from 
the ground on the class lead connected to 
the respective OA, OB, or AB terminal. 

~: » -
.:1;. If the trunk class is one of the other 
-S combinations, the CLS relay will operate 
and will in turn o~erate the CLT relay, CLT 
then connects the 'OAS", "OBS", or "ABS" 
leads to the corresponding OA, OB, or AB 
relays to cause operation of the proper relay. 

A single class relay is operated 
directly for each of the nontandem, the 
toll, the tandem, and the pulse conver
sion trunk classes, 

A summary of the trunk classes is 
given in the following table: 
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'l'ermlnii1 
Grounded 

By 
Register 

Link 

OA 

OB 

AB 

OAS 

OBS 

ABS 

N'J'/1N 

'I'AN 

CJ.a.as 
Rel~y 

Ope.rated 

OA 

OD 

ftl~ 

CUli OA 

CJLS, OB 

CI"S» AB 

N'rAN 

'l'AN 

C1ass 
J.ea.d 

'l'o 
Marker 

me 

nrc 

INC 

INC 
' 

INC 

INC 

'l'AN 

TOA 

'.i:'CA 

'l'CA 

TCA 

'.l.1CA 

'I'CA 

TCA 

TCA 

OA. 

OB 

FVD 

OA 

OB 

FVD 

LT 

If.(' or 11 

TAN or •rcJ, or "*Noni'\ or 
TANl 'I'ANJ. 

TOL TOL 

TOLl-1+ TOLl-4 

PCD POD 

PCDl PCD1 

PCH PCR 

CAMAO CAMAO 

CA!v'iAl CAMAl 

'I'ANl-4 

TOL 

TO'.L or 

'l'ANl-4 

PCD 

PCDl 

PCR 

INC 

PCR 

'l'CB Ii'Vl> o:r 

TCA 
o:r 
TCB 

TOA 
or 
TCB 

TCA 

TCA 

•.re A 

TCB 

'l'CB 

Ill' 

*FVD or 

T'l' 

FVD or 

TT 

LT 

TT 

·*Used for Centrex phase I and II tranlllf'er, 

2.23 

In ordcir (;hat the mark(~r ean determ:!.n~3 
the location of trunks on the line 1.ink 
frame, each trunk with a 1:tne link £~PJ;H31'U'
ance is assigned three digit number rep
resenting a hundreds, a tens ·rmd a units 
dlgi t. The ma.rk.er uses n, 
thousands and this t num-
ber to obtrd.n the c1c11lrn(l locrntlon from the 

LT 

OA 

OB 

FVD 

OA 

OB 

FVD 

I,T 

or 

FVD 
LT 

11 

FVD or 

LT 

FVD or 

LT 

LT 

LT 

T'l' 

TT 

T'l' 

TT 

TT 

TT 

To Marl<:.er 

Xll 

Xll 

Xll 

Xll 

Xll 

x:u. 

Type 
of 

Marker 

SPL 

SPL 

SPL 

number group- circuit. This three digit 
number is assigned by cross-connections 
applied in the register to terminals aeso· 
elated with the trunk location relays, 
Since the holding time of the register on 
these trunks is longer than on trunks with 
local completion, their number is limited 
and they are confined to two of the maxi· 
mum three register link frames. Figure 4 
in inform1:1,tion Note 302 on the SD Bhowa :tn 
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block diagram form a two frame register 
link with trunk number assignments. 

The trunk location relays of the 
register are operated in accordance with 
the location of the trunk on the register 
link frame. Link units relays LUO, l, 2, 
4, 7 will be operated corresponding to the 
position of the trunk in a subgroup of ten 
located on a left or right half switch. A 
link tens relay LT0-9 will be operated cor
responding to the number of the subgroup of 
ten or half switch. One of the group relays 
REG, REGl, SUP, or SUPl will be operated to. 
give a group indication. On the wire spri~ 
register link frame, this group indication 
is cross-connectible within each frame on 
a horizontal group basis and any indication 
can be assigned to any horizontal group. 

The register link vertical units 
number of the trunk is registered on the 
LUO, l, 2, 4, 7 relays on a two-out-of-f:l.ve 
bacis. The ground on one of the ten leads 
11 LUll-9 11 from the register link will operate 
one of the LU- relays and the LU- relay wil~ 
in turn operate the link units transfer re-
J ay LU'r which transfers each of the ten 11 LU· 11 

lead:i to a second LU- relay, Thus, the 
ground on the 11 LU- 11 lead will cause operatibn 
of two of the LUO, l, 2, 4, 7 relays. The 
two LU- relays connected to each lead have 
thti numerical suffixes of the two-out•of
f'ive combination for the numerical desig
nation of the lead. The LU- relays each 
have a make contact to ground a correspond-
1ngly numbered lead to the marker connector. 

The LT0-9 relays are operated on a 
one-out-of-ten basis over leads of similar 
designations from the register link. These 
relays in conjunction with the group relays 
HEG, REGl, SUP, and SUPl are used to gene
rate the tens and hundreds digits. 

There are certain limitations as to 
the numbers which may be assigned to the 
trunks identified by the various group 
1narlrn. On the U- type register link the 
H.EG and REGl marks were used to identify 
the regular or basic frame switches and the 
SUP and SUPl marks were used to identify 
the extension or supplementary frame 
switches. On the wire-spring register link 
these group marks are cross-connectible 
within each frame and within the basic 
and supplementary switch divisions on a 
horizontal group basis and any horizontal 
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group may be assigned to give any of the 
REG, REGl, SUP, or SUPl indications. 
For trunks represented by the REG and SUP 
group relays, full flexibility as to the 
hundreds number and the tens number is pos
sible for each subgroup of ten trunks since 
there are four terminals for each LT- relay 
for the REG assignment and four terminals 
for the SUP assignment. The pairs of TA
and TB- terminals for REG assigned trunks 
and the pairs of ETA- and ETB- terminals for 
SUP assigned trunks are cross-connected on 
a two-out-of-five basis to the TTO, 1,2,4,7 
terminals to indicate the trunk tens number. 
The HA- and HB- terminals for REG assigned 
trunks and the ERA- and EHB- terminals 
for SUP assigned trunks are cross-connected 
on a two-out-of-five basis to the HTO, 1, 2, 
4,7 terminals to indicate the hundreds 
number. 

If, for example, six is to be as
signed as the tans number for the trunks 
located on the left half switch of hori
zontal group o, represented by relay LTO 
and assigned to the REG group relay, TAO 
and TBO are cross-connected to TT2 and 
TT4 respectively, If five is to be as
signed as the hundreds number for these 
trunks HAO and HBO are cross-connected to 
terminals HTl and HT4, respectively. 

For trunks on the register link 
switches assigned to the REGl group relay, 
the tens number assignment for each sub
group of ten trunks has full flexibility 
but the trunks in the corresponding sub
group of ten trunks, represented by the 
same LT- relay, assigned to the SUPl group 
relay will have this same tens number, 
The pairs of ATA- and ATB- terminals are 
cross-connected on a two-out-of-five basis 
to the TTO, 1,2,4,7 terminals for trunks 
assigned to the REGl or SUPl group relays. 
For example, by cross-connecting ATA7 and 
ATB7 to TTO and TTl, respectively, the 
tens digit one is assigned for trunks 
on the right half switch of horizontal group 
three and r~presented by relay LT7, assigned 
in the register link to the REGl or SUPl 
group relaye. 

All trunks assigned in the register 
link to the REGl group relay must be as
signed to a particular hundreds number and 
all trunks assigned in the register link 
to the SUPl group relay must be assigned 
to a particular hundreds number. The ARHA 
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and AflHB terminals for trunks 
group relay RF~l, and ASHA and 
minals for trunks assigned to group relay 
SUPl are connected on a t;-wo-out-of··five 
basis to the hW1dreds terminals HT0,1,2,4,7. 
For example, to aasign a two as the 
hundreds digit for all tru11lts assigned to 
group ~('elay RECH, l;ermint1.ls ARRA and ARHB 
would be crosP.J-cormect(!ld to H'l'O and HT2, 
respectively, 111nd to a.Bsign three as the 
hundreds digit fo'' all t:runlw 1u1signed to 
group relay SUPl terminals ASHA and ASHB 
would be cross-connected to HTl and HT2, 
respectively. 

In certain cases it may be desirable 
to assign trunks on both the basic and the 
supplementary switches to the same group 
identifying relay in order to make a more 
economic use of the numbers available. Thil'I 
is feasible so long aa the location marks 
received fx·om the register link are not 
duplicated. These marks are REG, RE:Gl, SUP, 
or SUPl fo:r the group relay, the LT~ mark 
for the half switch or subgroup of tene and 
the LU- mark for the vertical unit. Aa 
long as each trunk differs in at leal!lt one 
of these marks, an individual trunk number 
within tlrn limits described above can be 
assigned, 

The preference relay also 
operates the select magnet 1u1sociated 
with the register, using res11tance battery 
over lead 11SM 11

, 'rhe select magnet off~normal 
springs, in conjunction with the trunk 
preference relay, operate the hold magnet 
assoc:tated ·with the trunk, using ground on 
lead "OH~' through back contacts of relays H 
and TRL and a front contact of ON. Closure 
of the crosspointa connects the ground from 
lead "OH" to lead "HM" to operate relay H. 
H connects lead "HM" through the low re-· 
sistance wlnding of relay DCK, to the grount'J. 
which operated the hold magnet and dis-
connects the from lee.d "OH". This 
provides a circu:tt for the hold 
magnet and the double connectj.on 
check relay • DCK locks on :tts secondary 
wind1.ng to the dlrect ground from relli\y ON 
and connects thia ground to the "HM" lead. 
If a double connection had been eet up, 
another register would have ·been holding 
direct ground on lead "HM" shuntj.ng relay DCK 
so that it would not have operated thus pre~ 
venting operat:1.on of the rele&se l:tnk rellli.y 
RIJ{. 

H also grounds lead "co", operating the 
cutoff relay CO in the trunk to disconnect 
the tip and ring leads from the trunk su
pervisory relay. The o:p,eration of the cut
off :relay grounds lead 'BL" (so designated 
because it is used for byl:l.nk operation 
with incoming dial registers). This ground 
pas1uu11 through front contacts of' the frame, 
class and trunk location relays and the 
register busy relays ~nd operates check 
relay CK. CK closes a ground through the 
front contact of the DCK relay to the re
lease link relay RLK causing it to operate. 

On tandem and toll class calls, a 
check is made that the trunk number .infor
mation has been rece:tved from the link, by 
placing contacts of the REG, REGl, SUP, 
SUPl, LT0-9, and LUT relays in the operating 
path of the CK relay. The LUT in operating 
checks that a ground has been received on 
one of the 11LU- 11 leads indicat:tng that the 
register link is functioning satisfactorily. 
The marker when connected at the completion 
of digit registration will check f'or the 
operation of the second LU- relay. 

H a.18o connects the "Tl" and "Rl" 
leads, which are connected through the 
repeating coil windings to the tip and ring 
lead from the trunk at the signal receiver, 
to the winding of the supervisory relay A 
and opens lead "SM" to release the select 
magnet. 

2.4 Rel,a.se of .M~!l.k 

Operation of the RLK relay opens 
leads "LK" and "LO", releasing the link trunk 
preference and reg:tster preference relays 
and permitting the link register busy relay 
that was shunted down to operate. The reg
ister ~reference relay is also released. 
This leaves the trunk connected to the reg
ister through the crosspo:tnt only, wlth the 
register controlling supervision and hold
ing the connection. 

3. JRJ':PARATIO!:f FOR RECE.JPT OF fUI.SE§. 

3,1 ~ 

The RV tube has characteristics such 
that it will not conduct current unless 
its gas is ionized and the 130 volt 
potential across the main gap f'rom the 
anode No. 2 to the cathode No. 4 will not 
cause ionization. The gas will ionlze, 
how~ver, when a voltage of 72 nom:tnal 
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is connected across its control gap anode 
No. 1 and the cathode No. 4. Once the 
gas is ionized it will conduct current 
and maintain a, voltage drop of 75 nominal 
across the main gap. Onqe the gas 
becomes ionized the control anode 
loses control and the tube can be restored 
to its nonconducting state only by open-
ing the circuit or by reducing the voltage 
below the sustaining value, The voltage 
across the control gap is equal to that on 
the timing capacitor RV and this is con
trolled in 'time by the value of the c$.pa-
ci tor and the value of the charging 
resistor RV~. The values of resistor RV3 
and capacitor RV are chosen to give a time 
of 140 minimum, 190 nominal, and 290 maxiMUlll 
millis,econds delay in operating the RV 
relay r With the' c.ircuit normal, the 
capacitor is maintained in a discharged 
condition by a back contact of RLK. 

When RLK operates at the completion 
of the link functions, it opcims the dis· 
charci;e circuit and closes a charging air· 
cuit by connecting the primary winding of 
relay RV, which is grounded by a contact 
of relay CK, to the capacitor and to the 
eatbode ter'IJlinal No. 4. After an inhrval 
of 190 milliseconds nominal, the gas ~ill 
ionize and current will pass through the 
main gap' to, operate the reversing rel'y RV. 
HV locks on its secondary winding and opens 
itu operating circuit on a continuity trans .. 
.t'er contact, This opens the circuit to 
the tube causing it to cease conducting, 
This is dohe to conserve tube life since 
the life of the tube is inversely 
proportional to the length of time it 
conducts current. This also conserves 
the 130 volt battery drain. The. RVl 
resistor is a protective resistor which 
prevents any appreciable flow of current 
across the control gap. The RVl 
capacitor is a protective capacitor for ab· 
sorbing any induced potential changes that 
might occur on the 130 volt feeder lead so 
that these cannot affect the time of the 
cirDuit. 

3.2 Start Pulsing Signal 

The operation of relay RV reverses 
the polarity to the tip and ring leads 
thuu signaling the operator or outgoing 
sender that pulsing may be commenced, The 
~egister is in readiness by this time 
beo~use relay ONl, which operated from ON, 
has connected battery to leads "BATl" and 
"BA'r2" to the signal receiver and has 
supplied various off-normal grounds. The 
digit register has been prepared for 
registration of digits by operation of the 
first steering relay AS from ON. 
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3,3 Supervision 

Supervision is maintained in the 
register by relay SR. This is a slow re
lease relay and will hold over any momen
tary opens on the line. SR was operated 
on seizure of the regi~ter by ON, but RV 
opens the operating path and places SR 
under control of the A relay. The A relay 
1hay release during the line reversal but 
it will immediately reoperate to hold SR 
unless the call has been abandoned. If 
SR releases, it will cause operation of 
MRL to cause release of the register as 
described in the paragraph on register 
release. Any seizure of the register 
will cause a circuit advance up to 
the operation of RV before a release of SR 
can be effected, 

4, RECEIPT OF PULSES 

4.1 General 

4.11 Frequencies and Code 

Each digit transmitted by multi
frequency consists of a pulse of two-out-
of five audio-frequencies: 700, 900, 1100, 
1300, and 1500 cycles per second, designated 
o, 1, 2, 4, and 7 respectively. In addition, 
a k.ey pulse using frequency two and a sixth 
frequency of 1700 cycles, designated ten, is 
transmitted as a gate opener; also, a start 
pulse using frequencies seven and ten is 
transmitted after the last digit as an end 
or start signal. The entire code used is as 
follows. This is the standard additive 
two-out-of-five code and the two frequency 
designations may be added to obtain the 
corresponding digit for .digits one through 
nine, 

Actual 
Freguenc,y 

Frequency Cycles 
Digit Designations 2er Second 

0 4,7 .1300,1500 
1 o,, 1 700, 900 
2 0,2 700,1100 

~ 1,2 900,1100 
o,4 700,1300 

5 1,4 900,1300 
6 2,4 1100,1300 
7 0,7 700,1500 
8 1,7 900,1500 
9 2,7 1100,1500 

KP 2,10 1100,1700 
START 7,10 1500,1700 

4.12 Interlocking of Receiver and Register 

The receiver is maintained in a dis-
ab led condition until it receives the l<ey 
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pulse or gate opener so that it will not 
' react to unwanted signals t.hD.t may O.i;Jpea1· 
on the line due to inductive piek up or to 
speech. '1.'he KP signal in received onUrel;</' 
by the signal receiver without any effect 
on the register, Each oubsequcnt d:l.gH 
causes the receiver G.ignal present Lube and 
relay SP to operate, Tlle s1gua1 present 
relay in turn cwJ0c0 uµcruLlon of receiver 
relay LK over the leads "J" auJ. "L". LK con~ 
nects battery to Llie .receiver charn1el 
relays and when the channel thyratrons 
corresponding to the frequenci.es recelved 
operate, the corresponding receiver 
channel relays operate, 'J.'he opera t:ton of 
a channel relay grounds the corresponding 
lead 11 0 11

, "1", 11 2 11
, "i+", or "7" causing 

operat:!.on of the corre,spond:l.ng digit re·· 
gister relay

11
and als~operates the RA relay 

over lead "S , The operating path of the 
receiver channel relays includes the wlnding 
of the receiver relay CK2 wll1cJi ope1·a~es 
and causes o~eration of' register 1·elay 2CK 
over lead "H '. Operation of RA operates the 
next digit steering relay and with 2CK 
operated opens the ",J" and "L" leads to the 
receiver, l'eleasing relay LK. The release 
of LK releases the channel rela.ys and relay 
CK2. If by this time the signal is ended, 
relays 2CK and RA release and allow release 
of the steering relay for the digit just 
received. If' however, the signal pulse is 
still present, relays RA and 2CK will be 
locked to the receiver signal present relay 
SP over lead "J", 'J.'hese :lnterloclclng 
features are provided to insure that each 
pulse locks ln unttl :Lt has been recorded und 
that the register does not advance to the 
next d1g:lt until the end of a pulse. 

l.LJ.3 

The digit register unit consists of 
a dry reed relay w:lth f:lve independent 
coils inclosed in a can and w1.th each coil 
aasociated w:lth two make contacts, one 
terminal of each of' the coils :ls w:tre<l 
internally to one of :lts associated con
tacts for lock1ng purpose arnl a sj_ngle 

Jerv! vJin,~t'l tu >l ten11!.nal, one contact of 
tlw locking contact pnir, one terminal of 
Lhe coil and both contacts of the load 
contact pair arc w:trod tn i nrUv:!.d11al 
terminals, Thei!!e termina1s extend to 
both front and :rear of th'.J r0lay. For 
ea.se of three rietn of terminaln 

Tllctrn arc tlic 
n,-o locld nc; 

contact of the relayn .i;1d -::ine si cJ,, ,,+· 
the load contacts. 

The rnultifrequency register may be 
arranged to accommodate f:lve, eight, or 
eleven cUgi ts, The eleven digit register 
is des:tgned to handle direct distance 
dialing. The dig1t registers are designated 
alphabetically A to H and J to L. Each digit 
reglster has an associated digit steerlng 
relay, 

For the A digit, one of two typns of 
l'egisters is provided, If it is required 
that a 11 prefj_x over tandem trunlcs be re
corded, the wire spring relays of Fig. 5 
are furnished. Otherwise the reed register 
unit of Fig, 4 is provided, 

The digit steer:tng circuit consists 
of a single relay per digit. It is ad
vanced by a conte,ct on the register ad
vance relay RA. On the seizure of' the 
register, ON operates and operates AS which 
locks through series back contacts of a11 
the steertng relays. RLK opens the oper
ating circuit of AS. On the first opera
tion of RA, BS operates through front 
contacts of AS. BS locks through a back 
contact of CS and opens :tts operat:tng cir
cuit on one set of con'dnu:t ty tranRfer 
contactB. BS, on another set of eonttnu:lty 
tranBfer contacts, tranflfers the locking 
ci.rcuit of AS from the ON ground to the RA 
controlled ground so that when RA releases 
AS wi.11 re1ease, The next operation of RA 
will opeI'.ate. CS through ba,clc contacts of 
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AS and front contacts of BS &Uld the next 
release of RA will release BS. This action 
continues with each operation of RA oper
ating the steering relay for the next digit 
and each release of RA releasing the steer
ing for the digit just registered, 

4.2 ~istration of the A pigit 

The A digit steering relay AS is 
operated from ON when the register is 
seized, When the A digit frequencies enter 
the receiver, the receiver signal present 
tube and relay SP operate. SP connects 
ground to lead "J" which is connected through 
series back contacts on relays MST, TEN, 
and STSl or STS depending on the number of 
digit registers e~uipped, BS, DS, FS, HS, 
and KS to lead "L' to the winding of receiver 
relay LK.\ The steering relay part of this 
path is 'paralleled by a circuit through a 
back contact of 2CK. LK operates and 
connects battery to the receiver channel 
relays and when ·t;he channel thyratrons 
co:~reaponding to the frequencies received, 
operate, associated channel relays oper&te 
to connect ground to corresponding leads 
to tho register, These grounds are 
carried through the contacts of steering 
relay AS to operate the corresponding A 
digit register relays which lock. 

When the receiving circuit detects 
one or more frequencies, the corresponding 
numerically designated relays of the re· 
ceiving circuit operate and cause operation 
of RA over lead "S". When the receiving cir
cu1 t c:\etec~s two=frequenciea and two of the 
numerically designated relays operate, the 
receiver CK2 relay operates·cauaing OJ>er
ation of the register 2CK relay, Both RA 
and 2CK lock to the "J" lead which ii! con
trolled by the signal present SP and the 
CK2 relays of the receiver, RA in oper
ating operates B~ which opens one leg of 
the circuit betW!llen the "J" and 11 L11 lfl!ads 
in the register and When 2CK operates the 
"J" lead is disconnected from the 11 L11 lead 
allowing release of the L!( relay of the re· 
ce:lver. LK in turn releases the receiver 
CK2 and numerically designated relays, If 
the s1.gnal pulse has ended or when it ends 
SP will release. With both SP and CK2 
released RA and 2CK will release. 

RA in releasing completes the steer
i~g advance by causing release of AS which 
recloses on.e ~eg of the circuit between the 
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11 J 11 and "L" leads. The release of 2CK re
lay recloses the other leg of the circuit 
between the 11 J 11 and "L" leads. Either leg 
being closed enables the relays of the re
ceiver to respond to the next digit signals, 

4,3 Registration of the B Dlgit 

The B digit is recorded in the same 
manner described for the A digit. The 
frequencies are detected and the receiver 
SP relay operates. LK operates to enable 
the receiver channel relays, two of which 
operate causing operation of CK2. Reg
ister relays RA and 2CK operate, the steer· 
in~ relays CS operates to open the 11 J 11 and 
"L lead circuit to release LK which in 
turn releases the receiver channel relays 
and CK2. The B digit register relays 
operate from the receiver channel relays. 

Subsequent digits are received and 
recorded in a similar manner, 

(4.4,,) Pulse Consisting of More Than 
\_/ Two Frequencies 

If a trouble condition exists that 
causes more than two receiver channel re
lays to operate, the current drawn by the 
receiver channel relays will exceed the 
minimum required to operate the receiver 
rel&y CK3. Operation of CK3 grounds lead 
11R0 11

, operating the reorder relay RO to 
cause the marker to be started with a 
reorder indication. 

4.5 Single Frequency Pulse 

If a trouble or test condition exists 
that causes only one channel relay to op
erate, receiver relay CK2 will not operate 
because there will be insufficient current 
flow. As a result, 2CK relay in the reg
ister w.tlr remain normal, leaving relay RA 
under direct control of one of the o, 1, 2, 
4 or 7 channel relays over the 11 S 11 lead. 
The channel.relay also operates the corre· 
sponding digit register relay. The s.teering 
relay for the next digit operates from RA, 
as usual. LK, however, is held operated 
over the "J" and "L" leads through a back 
contact of 2CK and releases only after the 
pulse is terminated and relay SP releases. 
LK released, releases the o, 1, 2,. 4 or 7 
channel relay which in turn releases RA. 
RA releases the steering relay for the digit 
just registered, The register and the 
receiver are now ready for the next digit, 
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'l'he 
is handled in 
steering on 
can be cal1f!d in 
marker then has 
dHion 

~~,,,-·Ir the 
· the next 

same 
would 
tion and the no 
usually woul:l :>-:it 
the ma.1·lrnr would b" 
tion ahd would 
registrut:ti:m, 

l~,6 

Two start 
lays STS n.nd 
positions 
steering 
servn to l'ec;:rc1e tlrn 
1o,at digj_ t ::i,nd '~o 
s:l.gnal to tho rm:i.:rlrnr 
:receives full 

If a :fuH 
received before the start 
STS rele.;r w:tll be 
:for !;he start 
recorded, 
d1git 
S'fS 

If thti 
pos:l t:lon t}f 
the STS 
and 11 L 11 

, 

ls rece:tvec'! :tn 
:five :r~3g:L 
lead opo:re;te th,:i '.l~:B:N 

,, «,t,, "'(' ,, operate E7 relay, 
wh.i.eh groun.da the .i.fr(,!,Ci to the marker. 
Ground on lead 11 H11 from tra :receiver operates 
2CK and gr0und from th~ receiver on the "S" 
11:1ad operl'tes RA whicb 1.~ turn opera.tea STS. 
Operation of STS opens the "J" and 11 L11 leads 
to camie :relEHUle of th~ :i:-ec ci ve:r cha,nneJ 

RA riolease~ cauein~ the me,:rk·'.'ll'.' to 
S:tnr.e S'J'S 1 f1 ; the 

lef:!,d :IA ~ot !~!.'t:\"'<'Jr•c\, 

If the flh,rt a:!.gna.1 :l'3 :rece:l .. ved ahead 
of the last equ1pped digit poa:I. t:l.on, the 
operation is as described except that STS 
does not In th:l.a case the steering 

in one beyond the last d:lgit 
wHl operate, :I.ts only function 

open the "J" and "L" 1eads. 

error re1a,y NOE j, a pro -
v:lded ao c1rcu1 t can check i;he 
number of against the 
number :required on each class of trunk. 
Thia provision is made so that all possible 
calli> with M inoperative number of digits 
du<i to an adding or ctel!"!ting dig1ts 
in error be detected in the :register 
and cause a reorder request from the marker 
rather than have the marker detect the 
trouble and cause a trouble record to be 
mil.de. NOE CM be arranged to operatP. when 
exar:t nu.rnbors of followed by a start 

or when minimum numbers 
• The marker ste,rt 

is wired through a trans
fer contact of the NOE relay so that with 
NOE the reorder relay RO will op 0 

erate in of MST. When NOE operates, 
the p&th of RO is and MST 
w111 after of TEN e:nd the 
:release of RA. The call thus proceeds in 

norn1111l manner. If NOE fails to operate, 
RO w111 after the of relay 
TEN fID<l of R.A. RO 

will call in the mi;.rlu~r w1 th a 

5,21 

A aconnection between terminal 
OE and .terminal XCT the cor 
to receive pu1aee from a or fiv!'l digt:; 
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class of trunk on an exact nwnber of 
basis. With this 
operates when the 
and a start pulse 

'I'he four digit trunk class relay111 
OA, OB, and PCR l!!.re w:tred so that the1 sh.rt 
pulse nrust be in the f:tfth or E 
for the NOE Lo operate, an 
OA class of , NOE will 
contacts of the operated 

1ind CK whenever the 
occurs in the fifth position, 
and 1;qhen RA r®leases 1)1, t the end of ·thl!l 
start MST 

If the start pulse is t:r1Ansm:l tted 
before or a.fter the fHth MO!!] 
w:l.11 not and the RA 
after the pulse is received will 
cause the operation of RO in11$tead of 

For the AB and ABS trunk claBset'l, 
terminal 500 it!> cro8s,,connect!ld to tC'lrmir~l 
FS or to terminal STS so th01,t the start 
pulse must be r€!lC('liVed in the sixth posi· 
t:l.on for NOE to 

'I'he N'l1A,N clat!Hl will be conneat(!ld for 
five, six o:r seven dig1 tlll <ieipmi.dj.ng on the 
number of digHs of the offic!'l code, 

A cross-connection between termlnala 
NED i:md HO will arrange the :register to 
connect to &" marke:r immediately w:tth a 
:reordeir ind:l.cation if more digi.h than the 
register is to handlfl a.r® r<iceived, 
This connection connects the o, 1, 2 and 4 
lel\ds to th(') RO so that if 
1my other th1J1,n the ? uceived. in 
the pulu B'I'S dlgit pod tton RO w-111 
operate, RO causes operation of Ml:!T, 

For is 
equipped for fifth 
digit is :received , '?hen at 
the end of the digit relea1es to re-
lease EB. H' another digit is received a 
*round will afip®ar on one of thei leads 11 0 11

, 

1 11
, 

11 2 11
, or 14" to cause operation of RO, 

Some &1ub11cr:!.bers ln a office 
ma,y be assigned numbers which a 
stt!l.tlon dlgit, Where a cutov®r to a, Nb, 5 
crossbar office eliminates the st1J1.tion. 
di~it, these subscribers are hew 
numbers havlng no station digit, 
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In these cases it may be desirable 
during the perlod following cutover to 
permit &nyone dialing the old number to 
reach an lntercept operator and be informed 
all! to· the new number rather than be routed 
to reord®r by the operator error features, 

This is accompHshed by permitting 
the mark.er to be connected to in the usual 
manner even though an extra digit ill reg· 
ist®red, For this use the terminal OE ls 
cross-connected to terminal MIN so that 
NOE will operate on a minimum number of 
digitfl b01,sls, 

This situation also requires the ter· 
m:l.nal RO to be connected to the one extra 

termlnlll.l OED to take care of cs.sea 
the extra dig1t would be in a posi

tion one beyond the last equipped digit 
r~gister positlon, 

The station digit ls recorded, if the 
register is equlpped to h1U1d1e at least one 
more thM the expected number of digits, 
If the register is not so equipped, the 
station digit is not recorded, 

p, For example, assume an AB class of 
·~~ll with terrainal STS cross-connected to 
terminal 500 in a register equipped to 
handle only five digits, Then, after the 
fifth digit 1s recorded and RA has oper
ated, STS operates, With OE connected to 
MIN, NOE operates from contacts of the 
relays AB, s•rs, RA and CK operated, With 
RO connected to OED, RO will not operate 
on the statlon dlglt output leads since 
S'.rSl is not operated. 

When the statlon digit is received, 
it is not recorded, The receiver recycles 
when STSl operates, openlng the 11 J 11 and "L" 
leads, The subsequent release of STS 
closes the "J" and "L" leads and the register 
ls ready to receive the start pulse, 

When t~e start pulse is received, re
lay TEN operatea to open the "J" and "L" 
leads, At the end of the receiver cycle, 
RA releases, MST then operates from con
tacts of the relays RA and CK2 released 
and relays TEN and NOE operated. The 
operation of MST results ln a connection 
to the marker, 

5,3 yariable Digit Claflse~ 

5,31~ 

For the PCD or PCDl class the NOE 
Cl!m be arranged to operate when an-
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exact number of and start sj_gnal 
are received when a minimum number of 
digits is received. 

If the rmE 
an exact number of 

the 
PCil 

aasocl.at0d 
one beyond the 
digit. If we 1urnwne 

when 
start pul111111 

connectt1d 
or Pt:Dl i"elay to th0 ~s 
w:I. th the flltt'leri.ng 

for the 

s1x 
termi.n11l PD2 

When the 
aeventh or 

transmitting 
c:ross-con:nect 
minal PDl to 
received in th(l! 
wil1 
PCD, 

If 
a m:l.nimum 
pulse are 
connected by the 
lay to the -s 
steering 
relay for the 
the minimurn nrn11ber for 
exarnp 1 e, NOE l B when 
a minlmum of are received on 11 
PCD class call PD2 would be 
connected to end terminal PDl to GS. 
With this oo:nncct.ion NOE: wH1 
through front eontacta of 
CK when the 11ev&llnth either 
eta.rt pulse h 

5.32 

For the 
clasees provision 
for a g:l.ven 
operate when 
exact number 
pulse is 
number of 
for 
can 
digits must 
mum number of 
minimum number 
closing the 

TOL 
seven or ten 
'J:'OI, :1.s 
which coJ.1 bt'2 
tl1.e term:tncds 
relays ;md on 

CAM.A trunks 
m111,de f!lo that 
be to 

three 
start 

or lerrn exact 
condit:ton 

minimum number 
The number of 
be low1.~r th11n the mini

te lHice.\H!El oncie the 
NOE ii!! 

th®rl!l are 
four, 

The 
contacts 

f!lide to 

MIN terminals. In this case, since there are 
four possible numbers of digits and since 
only three exact numbers can be accom
modated, cross-connections would be made 
for t~o exact numbers, three and four, and 
a minimwn number seven. These would be 
1,i.s follows: 

Fo:r the 3 'I'Ll cormects t.o ns 
Digit Call TL~ connects to XCT 

For the li TL3 connects to ES 
Digit Call TL4 connects to XCT 

For the 7 TL5 connects to HS 
Digit Call TL6 connects to MIN 

Thus NOE would be arranged to operate when 
three digi ta followed by a sto.rt 

pulse, exactly four digits followed by a 
start pulse or a minimum of seven dig1 ts 1rnr'! 
a start pulse are received. 

If either three digits and a start 
pulse or four digits and a start pulse were 
registered, relay NOE would be operated 
through front contacts of relays TEN, TAN, 
DS or ESD RA, and CK, If a si~nal, either 
a digit or a start pulse, is received in 
the eighth position NOE would be oper-
ated through front contacts of TAN, HS, 

and CK, 

5,l~ §lec~ond Key Pulse Signal 

If a second key pulse signal con
sisting of the frequencies two and ten is re
ceived, the Tl!lN relay will be operated 
from ground on the 11 10 11 lead and the ground 
on thl!I 11 2 11 lead will cause operation of the 
RO reilay provided NOE hs,d already been 
operated, If NOE had not been operated, 
the operation of TEN will cause operation 
of RO. RO causes the marker to be started 
with a reorder indication. 

Simult!llleous operation of two keyset 
keys at the switchboard results in the 
operation of three or four or no receiver 
ch&nnel relays. If no cheJ111el relays are 
operated, the error may be detected as any 
insufficient digit error. 

Three or more channel relays in 
operating cause operation of receiver relay 
CK3. CK3 ground lead "Ro" to operate relay 
RO which cau1u1e a marl<er to be Bto.rtcd for 
l:'eorder routj.ng, 
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6. CODE TREATMENTS 

6.1 and Nonarea Codes on TOL TAN and 
Trunks 

Registers arranged to handle traffic 
over CAMAO, 1, TAN, 1, 'rOL, and NTAN trunk 
classes can also be arranged to serve 
numbering plan area (NPA) codes in which 
NXX codes may be used for both NPA and 
nonarea codes, and the code NPA-411 is 
detected as an area information code. 

6.11 NPA Codes 

Codes having ten digits with a start 
signal in the eleventh position and where 
the A digit is other than O or 1, are con
sidered NPA codes. When such a code is 
received, relay STll operates after the 
start signal is detected and shifts the 
translation lead to the marker from LT to 
TT to request area code translation. 

6.12 NPA Information Code 

When the code NPA-411 is registered in 
the A·F digit positions, respectively, and 
a start signal is received in the G position, 
relaYr A411 op,erates and shifts ground from 
the 'LT" to 'Xll" translation lead. The 
marker recognizes this signal as a request 
for translation of an area information code. 

A series arrangement of contacts of 
the D, E, and F registers are included in 
the operate path of A411. These contacts 
DO, 4, EO, 1, and FO, 1, are isolated from 
ground by front contacts of the MSTA relay. 
When the digits 4-1·1 are received in those 
registers and relay TEN operates from the 
start signal in the O position, a path is 
completed to operate the A411 relay. 
Following the marker start, relay MSTA 
operates from TCl and breaks the series 
connection between the D, E, and F registers. 
MSTA also grounds one side of the D-, E-, 
and F- contacts to allow transfer of these 
digits to the marker. 

6,13 Nonarea Codes 

Codes with a 0 or 1 in the A position 
are considered nonarea codes, Relays SAO and 
SAl are used to detect such codes. Both 
relays operate when the digit 4, 5, 7, or 8 
is received as the A digit, and both remain 
normal when the A digit is 2, 3, 6, or 9, 
SAO operates when A is 0 and SAl operates 
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when A is 1. If either relay operates 
alone, the operate circuits of the A411 and 
STll relays are opened. With both A411 
and STll unoperated, ground is connected 
to lead "LT" regardless of the number 
of digits. If SAO and SAl both operate 
or toth remain normal, the operate paths 
of A411 and STll are not opened and one or 
the other can operate as previously 
described. 

SAO and SAl are both prevented from 
operating when the digit 2, 3, 6, or 9 is 
received in the A position since the 
receipt of frequency 2 in these digits 
operates relay A2 which grounds the re
sistance battery to SAO and SAl. 

6.2 One-One Prefix Codes 

6,21 A Digit Register 

The A digit register of Fig, 5 is 
provided when tandem trunks receive one-one 
area directing codes or one-one service 
codes. The register is arranged so that 
the locking circuit of the AO and Al relays 
is through a front contact of one of the 
A2, A4, or A7 relays or through a back con
tact of the tandem class relay. This pre
vents an initial "one" from being recorded 
as the A digit on a tandem class call. 
When one-one prefix codes are not used, 
Fig. 4 with a reed type A digit register 
is provided. 

6.22 Prefix Counter 

Fig. 5 is provided with a prefix 
counter, consisting of relays llA and llB, 
to record the one-one of the area directing 
code or of the service code on tandem class 
calls. When the receiver detects an initial 
digit of "one", the AO and Al relays operate 
over their respective leads but do not lock 
since TAN is operated and A2, A4,and A7 are 
not operated. Relay llA operates through 
make contacts of AO, Al, TAN and RA to the 
ON relay ground. llA locks around the AO 
and Al contacts so that, when these relays 
release, llA will hold directly to RA. llA 
also locks through a back contact of llB 
to insure the operation of llB. llA operates 
llB which locks and switches the translator 
lead from LT to 11 so that the marker will 
use the translator for one-one prefix codes. 
llA also opens the J and L leads to release 
receiver relay LK which in turn releases CK2 
and the channel relays. Release of the 
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ci\'annel re1ays releaseG !,,, ,, :.". i .'. ,1 t. tl 
end of the pul1rn RA relc:nsc·:' to J'eleasc llA, 
llA recloses the J and L lead and the re· 
ceiver is ready for the next digit. 

A second or subsequent one will operate 
llA in a similar me,nner and 1ts operation 
w111 serve to recycle the receiver. 

The f:trst d1git received other than a 
"one" will be locked throur1,h front contacts 
of A2, A4, or 7 and the re~ister will 
~operate the B d:tg:I t steering relay through 
front contact R of A2, A4, or A7, 'J'AN and 
RA to the ON relay ground, 

6.23 

If Fig. 5 is provided and the register 
serves a trunk other than a tandem class, 
relay TAN will be normsJ. and any d:tgi t can 
be registered in the A posit1on. If an 
initia1 dig:tt "one" is rece:!.ved, re1ay AO 
and Al wi11 opera,te and lock through back 
contacts of TAN, Steer:lng relay BS wi11 
also operate through a back conta,ct of TAN. 

Since tbe multifrequency register 
always receives a start signal after the 
last dig:tt, it needs no other facilities 
for determin1ng when to operate the marker 
start relay. This being the case, any type 
of code (or number) mo.y be used over any 
class oJ' trunk wlth the exception of the 
folJowing. 

On toll trunks, various codes may be 
used such as lXl for toll servj.ce codes, 
llX(X) (X) for TX, lXX and OXX for toll 
tributary codes and XlX or XOX for area 
codes. Therefore, the 11 cannot be 
used as an ai:·eo, directing code on toll trunks. 

On five digit tandem trunks wired for 
the FVD translator, one .. one prefix codes 
cannot be used because the s1.ng1e code 
digit may be a one, 

When the start pulse has been recorded, 
the marker start relay MST operates. However, 
before the marker can be seized it is neces· 
sary to transfer Buperv:Lsion \Jack to the 
trunk in order to provide a holding c:trcuit 
for the line link and trunk link switches 
which Lhe 111a:rker wl11 operate, 'J'herefore, 
rels,y MS'l' opens the L.i.p and r 1ng .l (~ads and 
s:tgnals thr: trunk over lr)ad "D" to take 
supervi control. A diffcrenL:La1 re1ay 
'l'C1 is 11 in the "D" 1eo.d Lo permlt 
operat:Ln1': n trunl\ relay and tilen checking 
that it operates, over a single lead. 

Lend "D" Ji; connected 1n Llw trunl1 
through Llie wlncang of t.runl\ relo.y D to 
battery and ln the n~g.\.ster thro1igh the 

'wcondo.ry winding of reln,y TC'! to battery. 
'J'o operate the trunk relay, ground is con
nected from a front contact of relay MST 
through the low resistance primary winding 
of TCl to the "D" lead. The trunk relay 
operates but the TCl does not operate be
cause its two windings are energized in 
opposite directions. When the trunk relay 
operates, the trunk supervisory relay A 
operates over the trunk conductors, an~ In 
turn connects ground to the "D" lead, '!'his 
ground holds the D relay and short-circuits 
Lhe low resistance winding of TCl allowing 
the secondary winding to become effective 
so that TCl operates. 'l'Cl operates relay 
TC2 which loclrn and starts a connection to 
the marker . 

. 8. CONNECTION WITH t1J\Rgs 

8 .1 !:,1.§:£k~_LStarj; 

The operation of relay TC2 connects 
battery to the start lead 11 ST 11 and the (!On" 
nectar battery supply lead "CBS" to the in
coming rE'gister marker connector circuit. 
It also·grounds timing lead TM to start 
the connector timer. The connector re
sponds by connecting the register to an 
id1e marker by about 100 1eads, 

Informat'ion transferred to the marker 
consists of class of trunk, trunk lin}' 
frame number, truni1. number (if any), all 
digits which were received, and an end 
s:tgnal consistlng of a gro\lnd on the '( lead 
of the next digit beyond the last digit 
received. The marker expects grounds on 
two of the flve leads for each diglt regis· 
tered and a sing1e ground on the ·7 lead off' 
the next dlgit. This permits the marker to 
check that no digits were missed entirely. 
The marker will use this information Lo 
set up the call either directly through 
the trunk link and line link frames to a 
subscriber, or through the line link and 
trunk link frames to an outgoing trunk 
with control. by an outgoing sender, or, 
on a pulse conversion call, through the 
pulse conversion trunk with control by a 
dial pu1se or revertive pulse sender, The 
number recorded on the digit registers and 
the trunk number are transferred to the 
marker on a two·out-of-flve basis. 

8,3 Trunk Class Information 

One 1ead between the Hnk and the 
register is used per c1ass 01· trunk, 
but this lead is required to convey three 
items of informat1on. These are class of' 
call, translator to be used in the marker 
to interpret the received dlgits correctly 
and the type of marker to be used, This 
informatlon is outlined on following 
page, 
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8.31 Class~ 

On the older vintage markers up to 
seven classes of call were used as follows: 

INC Incoming or terminating only, with 
the trunk appearing on the trunk 
link frame only. 

TAN Tandem: With trunk appearing on 
both trunk link and line link frame: 
local service treatment of certain 
codes, 

TAN1 'I'andem: With trunk appearing on both 
trunk link and line link frames with 
loca1 service treatment of codes but 
on which screening and restricting 
of certain codes are to be applied by 
the marker. 

•roL Toll: With trunk appearing on both 
trunk link and line link frames; toll 
service treatment of certain codes. 

PCD Pu1se conversion dial: Informs the 
marker that an outgoing dial pulse 
sender of the first group, if more 
than one group is provided, must be 
selected. 

PCD1 Pulse conversion dial: Informs the 
marker thd; an outgoing dial pulse 
sender in a second group of senders 
must be selected. 

PCR Pulse conversion revertive: Informs 
the marker that an outgoing revertive 
sender must be selected. 

On later markers three additional 
tandem 1eads TAN2-4 were added making a 
total of ten class leads. These were then 
increased to twenty by adding the TCA and 
TCB multipliers. 

With the increase in the number of 
class leads the flexibility was also 
expanded so that the leads could be used 
for purposes other than those described 
above. 

8,32 Translator to Be Used 

OA Office A or Office B. No code trans-
or rnitted: four nwnerical digits for 
OB subscribers in office A or office B 

respectively. 
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FVD 

LT 

11 

TT 

Xll 

Five Digit. Indicates that a certain 
one-digit translator is to be used. 
On INC class, the one-digit may be 
used to distinguish between the 
various divisions of numbers in a 
numbers series. On TAN class, it 
indicates that only one digit of 
two or three digit local area office 
codes is transmitted over the trunk, 

Local Translator. With "ZN" option 
this lead indicates that the full 
code translator for the home area 
is to be used with "ZO" option this 
translator lead indicates a nonarea 
code. 

One-One. When one-one foreign area 
directing codes are used and a 11 
prefix is received on a tandem trunk 
the translator indicator is changed 
from LT to 11 as an indication that 
the call is to be directed to the 
foreign numbering area. 

With "ZN" option this lead indicates 
that a toll translator was to be 
used. With "zo" option this lead 
indicates that the code is an area 
code. 

Indicates that an NPA-1~11 im'ornia Uon 
code has been received in the re
gister. 

8,33 Marker to Be Used 

SPL Indicates that a special marker must 
be used to handle the no-test, no
hunt or test desk requirements of the 
trunk. 'rhis signal has no counter
part for nonspecial trunks; the 
signal is present for special trunks 
and absent for nonspecial trunks. 

The above information is summarized 
in the paragraph on Trunl~ Class 
Regist:ration, 

8.4 Trunk Link Frame 

The trunk link frame number is trans
ferred to the marker on a tens and units 
basis. The tens digit is on a one-out-of
two basis and the units digit is on a 
two-out-of-five basis, 
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When the marker completes ita func .. 
tions it grounds the marker :re1ease lead 
"MRI,", l.f.RL. If the marker 
encounters , sends trouble re-
lease signal to the connector, which 
disconnects from that ma.rl<:.er and l'rnlects a 
second marker, usw,.lly a di ffel.'Emt one, in 
an effort to the call, If the 
second marker fails, 1 t grounds lead 
"BT" (so called because it ls used to tell 
or1ginatlng to give busy tone to 
the calling 'I'he ground on lead "BT" 
operates the trouble release 

· relay 'l.'RL, 

The opero.tfon of re1ay MRL or TRL is 
a signal that the register should relea,se, 
Relay MRL or TH:t loclrn to rel1ty ·rc2 and operw 
leads "ST" and 11TM" to the connector. '.('his 
releases the conn<~ctor ancl the marker, MRL 
or TRL closes a local holdlng clrcuit for 
relays RB and RB1 and re1eases relay ON, 
ON releases the register llnk hold 
and relays Fl, and ONl, ONl 
the trunk frame number, class, and trunk 
number relays and CK, wh.lch releaselil 
re1ay TEN.. this relay MS'r, 
When CK and have released, relay TC2 
releases to relee.Be relays MRI, or TRL, RB 
and RBl and the link circuit register busy 
relays in turn, making the register 
available for The release of 
ON and ONl operrn the various off-normal 
ground leadn, ttll other oµerated 
relays. 

. l::l:tncc~ tile l:tnk eircui t conti~.ins no 
tim:lng feature and since~ a link fa:llure 
would block cal11'l from numerous incom1ng 
.trunks, the is arranged to time for 
completion of fm1cti<mB umd to cause 
a marKer conneet1on &md r€ilea1rn of the 
register :!.f they not completed within 
325 milli1rnconde nom:tnaL 'I.'iming is e,cc0m-
pl:l.shed with tlu-1 11nk relE;fJ.se tube relay 
I.It and the assoc~"ated 
netwo:rk. 

'I'he LR tub1~ has characterist:J.cs 1mch 
that no current will pass between terminals 
No. 2 and No, 4 unless the gas is ionized 
and the 130 volt i.l.cross these 
term:lnals :!.1:1 to cauirn ion:tz.at:l.on, 

The gas will ionize if 72 volts nominal is 
connected across terminals No. 1 and No. 4. 
When ionization occurs, current will flow 
between terminals No. 2 and No. 4 with a 
voltage drop of approximately 75 volts. 
The voltage across terminals No. 1 and No. Lr 
ls equal to that of the capacitor LR and 
thls is controlled ln time by Lhe size of 
the charg1.ng resistor LR3 and the si.:e or 
the capacitor LR. Thel"e are chosen Lo 
give a time of 245 minimum, 325 nominal 
and 500 maximum milliseconds for operation 
of relay LR. Capacitor LR is normally 
discharged by the connection of the LR2 
resistor shunt through back contacts of ON, 
When ON operates at the start of the link 
functions, this shunt is removed and the 
grounded winding of relay LR is connected 
to the capacitor and to terminal No. 4. 
'rl1e capacitor starts to charge through 
resistor LR3 to the 130 volt source. If 
the link functions are completed 
satisfactorily, RIK operates to reconnect 
the discharge path to prevent further 
charging and consequent operation of the 
timer. 

If some trouble prevents the com
pletion of the link functions, RLK will 
not operate and the capacitor LR will 
charge sufnciently to cause the gas to 
ionize and cause operatlon of relay LH on 
a circuit from the 130 volt source, 
through tube terminals 2 and Li, front con
tact of ON and the wlnding of relay LR 
to ground. LR locks to 130 volts throue;h 
:resistor LRh which is low enough in 
resistance to reduce the voltage on the 
tube below the sustaining value, thus de
ionizing the tube to conserve its life, 
LR also operates MST and grounds lead D 
toward the trunk. This operates relay 
TCJ. and simultaneously operates the cut
through relay D in the trunl<, if tile 
crosspolnts have been closed. Relay TCJ 
operates TC2 which calls in the marker. 

LR grounds the "LR" lead to the maricer 
connector so that the marker can take 
appropriate action, The DCK relay, if 
operated, lndicating that a 11.nk crosspo:l.nt 
has been closed and that no double con
nection ex1sts, grounds the "DCK" lead to 
the marker connector. If the marker re
celves the DCK ground and the LR ground, 
lt will attempt to condition the trunk for 
reorder. When the marker has made the 
proper disposition of the call, lt usually 
operates the reglster trouble release relay 
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TRL although in some cases it may operate 
the regular release relay MRL. The oper
ation of either TRL or MRL will release the 
marker and the ON relay followed by the 
release of all operated relays. RLK is 
operated by either TRL or MRL to simulate 
a release check so as to free the link. TRL 
opens the link select magnet path and 
the link held magnet path to cause the 
early release of these magnets on the 
majority of the calls when TRL operates. 
If the trunk cut-through relay D has 
operated from lead 11 D11 over the cross· 
points, the trunk will hold until the call 
is abandoned. If the D relay could not 
operate because of the trouble, the trunk 
will again start for a register. 

11. REGISTER TIMING 

A period of 25 seconds nominal is 
allowed for all digits to be recorded. If 
relay MST does not operate within this 
interval, after register seizure, the 
register will time out and call in a marker 
for a reorder connection. Once MST has 
operated, a second period of 25 seconds 
nominal is allowed for completion of the 
marker functions and register release, If 
the register does not release within this 
interval, an abandoned call is simulated in 
an atternp to release the register. In case 
the register fails to release, the office 
alarm is brought in. 

The overall timing in the register 
is accomplished by relay TM, tube TM and 
the associated resistor-capacitor network. 
Tube TM has characteristics such that no 
current will pass between terminals No. 2 and 
4 unless the gas is ionized and the 130 volt 
potential across these terminals is in· 
sufficient to cause ionization, The gas 
will ionize, however, if 72 volts nominal, 
is applied across the No, 1 and No. 4 
terminals, and current will then flow between 
terminals No. 2 and No. 4 with a Voltage 
drop of 75 nominal. The voltage across the 
No. 1 and No, 4 terminals is equal to that 
across the TM capacitor and this is controlled 
in time by the value of the capacitor and 
the value of the charging resistor TM3. 
These are chosen to give a time of 19.6 
minimum, 25 nominal and 37 me,ximum seconds 
delay in the operation of relay TM, 

Capacitor TM is normally discharged 
by a circuit through resistor TM 2 and a 
back contact of relay ON. When ON operates 
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at the beginning of a call, it opens the 
capacitor discharge path and substitutes . 
a charging path from 130 volt source through 
resistor TM3, capacitor TM, front contact 
of relay ON, back contact of MST and the 
winding of the TM relay to ground. This 
circuit will charge the capacitor to 72 
volts in about 25 seconds and since the ca
pacitor is connected across the tube control 
gap, terminals No. 1 and No, 4, this voltage 

.causes the gas to ionize. This causes oper
:ation of TM from the 130 volt source, through 
tube terminals No. 2 and No. 4, front con
tact of ON, back contact of MST and winding 
of TM to ground, The TMl resistor is pro
vided for preventing an excessive amount of 
current in the control gap. 

The timer is recycled when relay MST 
operates. When MST operates, the TM relay 
winding is disconnected from the capacitor 
and the discharge circuit is connected 
across the capacitor through a front contact 
of relay TMl which was operated at the 
beginning of the call by the ON relay. TMl 
is released when MST operates, but is 
sufficiently slow release to allow time to 
discharge capacitor TM. When TMl releases, 
it opens the discharge circuit and re
connects the TM relay winding for another 
timing cycle. 

If the timer operates before relay 
MST operates, it operates relay TM. TM 
grounds lead 11 LP 11 to light the time-out 
la.mp for the register at the master test 
frame, grounds lead ALM to start an office 
alarm timing circuit, locks through resis
tor TM4 1 which is low enough in resistance 
to shunt and extinguish the tube, and 
operates reorder relay RO. RO locks and 
operates marker start relay MST. MST 
grounds lead 11 0 11 to the trunk through a 
winding of relay TCl. The trunk relay D 
operates and connects direct ground to 
lead 110 11

, operating relay TCl. TCl operates 
relay TC2, calling in a marker. Since 
relay RO is operated, the marker finds 
ground on lead 11 R0 11 and no ground on the 
class of translator leads; therefore it 
sets the trunk in the reorder or overflow 
position. The operation of MST also re
leases relays TM and TMl and recycles 
the timer. 

If the TM timer operates after relay 
MST has operated, relay TM operates, With 
MST operated, TM opens the circuit to 
the supervisory relay SR, allowing it to 
release to cause operation of MRL to effect 
the release of the register. 
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When 
on the 
circuit, 
establioh 
Should the 
A will not 
operated, causing 

may rE!lease the 
the1 start 

raveT1H1,l h1u1 
Sup a I"· 

SR which 
Md TCl, 

by th® 
a,t 

When M.£3'1' D 1 t releases 
relay A. However, the 
cut-through relay in oven' the 
11 D11 lead, 'l'h1s connects the trunk 
supervisory and leads 
causing it to and lead 
11 D11

, operat:tng 'l'Cl closaA ·a new holding 
circuit for SR n'Y't~110•n back contact of 'rM. 
In order to prevent from releatdng befoi•a 
TCl operates, is provided to hold SR 
through series conte,cts of relays TMl 
and MS'l', The of MS'l' releases Tm 
which :Ls · slow release to hold 
relay SR until TCl If the call-
ing party abandons the 
trunk supervisory re-
leasing relay 'l'Cl rele1>,se relay 
SR. 

When SR 
causes, it 
front 
the reglster, 

of the above 

Whcm the 
nected to an 
test jack, 
which the 

l;runls tent d.rcuit :ls con~ 

to a marker 
to be lrnyed, 'I'he 
:ts ground through 
jick in the trunk 

trunk. me11i1su1 of the 
made on 

to connect 
any d:l.gita 

thi8 condition 
of tlrn test 

clrcuit 1md over lead "D" 

to the register, The register TCl and TC2 
relays operate causing a marker to be 
called, Lead ''TST" is grounded toward the 
marker by back contacts of relay MST as an 
indication that the call is a test call, 

busy lead "GB 11 to the traf rt'~ 
is whenever all 

of a group are busy. This l•ad 
:i.s controll!'!d by a chain circuit through 
series front contacts of the register RB 
relays for all registers in the group. 

On TOL claso calls, a signal is 
tranlilmitted to the traffic register circuit 
whenever the timer TM times out 
before the start relay ia operated. 
If the AB relay is operated, 

signal condition, 
momentarily connected to the 

lead, If the AS steering relay is 
indicating that some digits have 

been ground will momentarily 
be connected to the "PD" lead, 

The TOL~ and AS. relays are oper-
ated when the register is sei~ed. If the 
TM relay operates before pulsing starts, 
the ground is connected through front 
contacts of these relays to the 11 PS" 
lead aa a toll call permanent signal indi
cation to the tre,ffic ·register C!ircui t. 

of the TM relay will also 
to operate, which in 

cause MST relay to operate. 
Operation ot the MST relay will cause the 
TM relay to so that ground will be 
supplied on the lead during the oper-
a ting time of the RO and MST relays and 
the release time of the TM 

After the first digit has been re
ceived, the Tm &nd TOI, relays remain 

but tht!! AS will release. 
operation of the TM relay under this 

condition will connEict a ground through 
the front c6ntacts of the TMl and TOL re
lays and the back contact of the AS relay 
to the 11 PD 11 as ~, toll c&ll partial 
di&l to traffic regieter cir-
cuit. will be applied to the "PD" 
lead. th(! operating time of RO and 
MST and :release time of TM. 

After a complete registration has 
been · the MST relay ia oper-
a the Tm relay to release. 

SECTION II 
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Consequently, should the TM relay operate 
after pulsing is completed, neither the 
"PS" nor the "PD" lead will be grounded 
since the TMl relay opens this circuit. 

15, TEST AND MONITOR CALLS 

15.1 Register Test Circuit 

If the register functions with an 
incoming register test circuit, the M 
relay of Fig, 9 will be provided. This 
is a low cost test circuit and is used for 
testing the register and associated re
ceiver. The M relay is operated over lead 
"M" by ground from the register test circuit. 
M locks to lead "ML", The operation of M 
relay makes the register busy to service 
calls by operating the relay MB and connects 
the following leads through to the incoming 
register test circuit, 

H 

MON ,, 

Indicates to the register teat 
circuit that the register is off
normal. 

Indicates to the marker that the 
call is a test call, 

N Permits the test circuit to increase 
the sensitivity of the MF signal 
receiver on certain tests. 

RP Permits the register test circuit 
access to the register link so that 
it may originate a call through a 
test trunk. 

15.2 Automatic Monitor Register and 
Sender Test Circuit 

If the register functions with an 
automatic monitor register and sender 
test circuit, abbreviated monitor, the 
M relay of Fig. 10 will be provided, This 
circuit provides for monitoring on service 
calls and for originating test calls to 
check the operations of the register and 
associated receiver. The M relay is 
operated by battery on the 11 BS 11 lead and 
ground on the "M" lead from the monitor. 
Operation of the M relay connects the 
following leads through to the monitor 
circuit. 

T Connect the monitor circuit to the 
tip and ring leads of the register 
so that a check of the number 
pulsed can be made on monitored calls, 

RO Are·used for indicating the position 
FR of the register in ita marker con-
CN nector, the frame on which the 

marker connector is located and the 
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·position of the marker connector on that 
frame respectively. 

MON For indicating to the marker that the 
call is a monitored or test call. 

TAN Indicates to the monitor circuit 
that the call is of a tandem class 
for the LT translator, 

MST Indicates to the monitor circuit that 
the register is selecting a marker. 

H Indicates to the monitor circuit that 
the register is off-normal and also 
used by the monitor to hold the 
register under certain conditions of 
failure to check, 

N Permits the monitor circuit to in· 
crease the sensitivity of the signal 
receiver on certain tests, 

MB Enables the monitor circuit to make 
the register appear busy to service 
calls. 

15.3 Sender Test Circuit 

~ In offices where a sender test cir
cuit is used for testing multifrequency 
senders and where, for reasons of economy, 
no separate multifrequency signal receiver 
is provided for use with this test circuit, 
the receiver permanently associated with 
one of the register circuits in the office 
can be borrowed. The register associated 
with the receiver that can be borrowed ls 
wired with option "s", so that, when a multi
frequency sender test is to be made, the 
sender test circuit makes the register busy 
by operating relay MB and gives itself sole 
access to the receiver by opening leads "H", 
"RO", "L", "s", and 11 10 11

• 

16. TRAFFIC USAGE RECORDER CONNECTIONS 

The traffic usage recorder is used 
for measuring the time in use of the various 
circuits of the office. 

The register busy lead "RB" is con
nected to the winding of the RB relay and 
is grounded whenever the register is busy 
in service, by test, or made busy. 

The register busy for maintenance 
lead "RBM" is connected to the winding of 
the MB relay and is grounded whenever the 
register is made busy. This lead is also 
grounded whenever the circuit is being 
monitored or tested. 
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1.1 

1. 2 

MaximUI!l Externe,1 6l+oo ohms 45V 
Clrcuit Loop 6800 ohms 48v 

MinimUI!l Insulation 30,000 ohms 45V 
Res:lista,nce 30,000 ohms 48v 

-1+5 to -50 
+125 to +135 

1.3 MaximUI!l Resistance in the "D" lead 
from incoming register to incoming 

trunk - 10 ohms, 

The funct:l.onal meanings of the desig
nations of the operating elements of the 
reg:l.ster are given in the following list. 

~ 

11A, 11B 

A2/'j 

AB 

AS 

B 2/5 

BS 

c 2/5 

CK 

CLS 

CLT 

cs 

ONE ONE Preflx (Foreign 
Area Directing Code) 

TWO cm~CK 

LINE SUPERVISORY Relay 

Numbering Plan Area -
Informat:ton 

l~ DIGIT REGISTER 

(Trunk Completing to) 
A and B 01'"FICES 

A DIGIT STEERING 

B DIGIT REGISTER 

B DIGIT STEF,RING 

c DIGIT REGIS'rlm 

CLASS CHI~CK 

CLASS - SPE!CIAL MARKER 

CLASS 'I'RANSFER 

C DIGIT STEERING 

RELAYS 

D 2/5 

DCK 

DS 

E 2/5 

ES 

F 2/5 

FGO, 1 

FS 

G ·2/5 

GS 

H 

H 2/5 

HS 

J 2/5 

JS 

K 2/5 

KS 

L 2/5 

LR 

LS 

LT0-9 

rn 2/5 

LUT 

M 

MB 

MRL 

MST, MS'.rA 

D DIGI'l' REGISTER 

DOUBLE CONNECTION CHECK 

D DIGIT STEERING 

E DIGIT REGISTER 

E DIGIT S'rEERING 

F DIGIT REGISTER 

FRAME GROUP (tens) 

F DIGIT STEERING 

G DIG IT REGISTER 

G DIGIT STEERING 

HOLD MAGNET 

H DIGIT REGISTER 

H DIGIT STEERING 

J DIGIT REGISTER 

J DIGIT STEERING 

K DIGIT REGISTER 

K DIGIT STEERING 

L DIGIT REGIS'l'ER 

LINK RELEASE ('rrouble) 

L DIGIT STEERING 

LINK TENS DIGIT (Indicates 
Trunk Location on Reg:tster 
L:tnk) 

LINK UNITS DIGIT (Indicates 
Trunk Location on Register 
Link) 

LINK UNITS TRANSFER 

MONI'rOR or TEST 

MAKE BUSY 

MARKER RELEASE 

MARKER START 

SECTION III 
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RELAYS 

NOE 

NTAN 

OA 

OB 

ON, ONl 
PCD, PCDl 

PCR 

RA 

RB, RBl 

REG, REGl 

RLK 

RO 

RV 

SAO, SAl 

SR 

STll 

~d STS 1 STSl 

SUP, SUPl 

TAN, TANl 

TCl, TC2 

TEN 

TF 2/5 

TFT 

TM, TMl 

TOL 

TRL 

SE¢TION III 
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NO OPERATOR ERROR 

NON TANDEM 

(Trunk Completing to) 
OFFICE A 

(Trunk Completing to) 
OFFICE B 

OFF NORMAL 
PULSE CONVERSION DIAL 

PULSE CONVERSION REVERTIVE 

REGISTER ADVANCE 

REGISTER BUSY 

REGULAR or BASIC 
(Register Link Switch Group) 

RELEASE LINK CHECK 

REORDER 

REVERSAL (of Tip and Ring 
polarity) 

SERVICE (treatment for) 
A DIGIT 

SLOW RELEASE (Supervisory) 

START PULSE ELEMENT POSITION 

START PULSE STEERING 

SUPPLEMENTARY (Register 
Link Switch Group) 

TANDEM 

TRUNK CUT-THROUGH 

TEN Frequency 

TRUNK LINK FRAME (Units 
Digit) 

TRUNK FRAME TRANSFER 

TIME MEASURE 

TOLL 

TROUBLE RELEASE 

TUBES 

LR LINK RELEASE (Trouble) 

RV REVERSAL (of Tip and Ring 
Polarity) 

TM TIME MEASURE 

3. FUNCTIONS 

3,01 To operate register busy relays in 
the Register Link Circuit whenever 

the register is either plugged busy or is 
busy in service, 

3,02 To supply battery for operating the 
select magnet and ground for operat

ing the hold magnet in the Register Link 
Circuit. · 

3,03 To recognize closure of a crosspoint 
in the link, 

3.04 To release the select magnet in the 
link. 

3,05 To check for a double connection 
in the link and then provide 

direct ground for locking the hold 
magnet. 

3,06 To operate the cut-off relay in the 
incoming trunk circuit and to 

check that it operates. 

3,07 To receive from the register link 
the class of incoming trunk, the 

number of the trunk link frame on which 
the trunk appears, and also, for trunlcs 
with appearance on the line link frame, 
the location of the trunk on the register 
link frame. 

3,08 To supply supervisory battery and 
ground to the tip and ring con

ductors of the incoming trunk in one 
direction fpr a timed interval and then 
to reverse the polarity as a signal that 
pulsing may begin. 

3,09 To accept control of supervision 
after the link functions have been 

completed e,nd the polarity of the tip 
and ring has been reversed as a start 
pulsing signal. 

3,10 When a register is seized, to 
prevent advancing the start lead 
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at the active appearance of the register 
in the link, bu~ to advance the start 
leads at all other appearances of the 
register, 

3,11 When a is first seized, 
to lock the connection until 

all link functlons have been completed. 

3.12 When all link functions have been 
completed, to allow the le.st reg

ister busy relay in the link to operate 
and to unlock the connection so that the 
register will be held under control of 
supervision. 

3.13 To time for all link functions to 
be completed; if they are not 

completed within e. given interval, to 
call in the marker and indicate the 
nature of the trouble to the marker, 

3,1Lf To supply battery to the multi
frequency aignal receiving circuit, 

3.15 To record digits received by the 
multifrequency aignal receiver 

locking in those received for each digit. 

3.16 On calls over tandem trunks to 
recognize an initial digit "one!', 

to disregard any number of immediately 
succeeding "ones" and to refrain from 
locking in a "one" on the A digit 
register. 

3.17 To steer from digit to digit under 
control of the multifrequency 

signal receiver, not completing a step 
until the end of a rnultifrequency pulse. 

3.18 In caae the multifrequency receiver 
signals that it ha.s received more 

than two frequencies simultaneously to 
call in the marker and ask for reorder. 

3,19 To request a reorder routing by 
the marker when: 

3,1901 A second key pulse signal is 
received, 

3,1902 More or less than four d:!.gita 
followed by start are re-

ce:t ved on any four digit trunk class call 
with term1.nala OE and XCT cross -connected, 

3.1903 More or less than five digits 
followed by start signal are re

ceived on any five digit trunk class call 
with terminals OE and XCT cross-connected. 

3,1904 More or less than a predetermined 
number of digits followed by a start 

signal are received on a non-tandem class 
trunk with terminals OE and XCT cross
connected, 

3,1905 Less than four digits followed by 
a start signal are received on any 

four digit class trunk with terminals OE 
and MIN cross-connected, 

3,1906 Less than five digits followed by 
a start signal are received on any 

five digit class trunk with terminals OE 
and MIN cross-connected. 

3,1907 Less than a predetermined number of 
digits followed by a start signal 

are received on a non-tandem class trunk 
with terminals OE and MIN cross-connected. 

3,1908 Less than, or more or less than a 
predetermined number of digits 

followed by a start signal are received on 
pulse conversion dial class trunks. 

3,1909 More or less than two predetermined 
numbers of digits followed by a 

start signal are received on CAMA tandem or 
toll class trunks, 

3,1910 Less than a predetermined number of 
digits followed by a start signal 

are received on CAMA tandem, or toll class 
trunks. 

3,20 To operate the trunk cut-through re
lay before calling for a marker. 

3,21 To check that the trunk cut-through 
relay operates. 

3,22 To transmit to the marker the class 
of trunk, the number of the trunk 

link frame where the trunk appears, the 
trunk number, all digits received over the 
trunk, and an end signal. 

3,23 To release when the marker operates 
the marker release relay MRL, 
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3.24 To release when the marker operates 
the trouble release relay TRL. 

3,25 To release if the call is abandoned 
before the trunk cut-through relay 

has been operated. 

3.26 To release if the call is abandoned 
after the trunk cut-through relay 

has been operated. 

3.27 To hold the register busy relays of 
the l:'.nk circuit operated until the 

MRL and TRL relays have released, 

3.28 To call for a marker and ask for 
reorder if relay MST has not operated 

within a measured time after register 
seizure. · 

3,29 To release if normal release has not 
occurred within a measured time after 

relay MST operates. 

3,30 To light a lamp and start a common 
alarm timing circuit if the register 

fails to release. 

3.31 To prevent starting the common alarm 
timing circuit when the register is 

plugged busy. 

3.32 To call for a special marker on calls 
from special trunks, i.e., no test or 

no hunt trunks or trunks from the test desk. 

3,33 With Fig. 10, to connect to the auto
matic monitor, register and sender 

test circuit, 

3,34 With Fig, 9, to connect to the register 
test circuit. 

3,35 To transmit a group busy signal to 
the traffic register circuit when

ever all registers of a group are busy 
because of either make-busy plugs or 
service calls. 

3,36 On a TOL class call, to transmit a 
permanent signal indication to the 

traffic register circuit whenever the 
register times out before any digits are 
recorded. 

3.37 On a TOL class call, to transmit a 
. partial dial signal to the traffic 

register circuit whenever the register 
times out after receiving the A digit but 
before mar~er start. 

SECTION III 
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3.38 To permit the signal receiving cir
cuit associated with the register 

to be used with the sender test circuit. 

3.39 To provide for operation with the 
traffic usage recorder circuit. 

3.40 To cause steering advance when only 
a single frequency digit indication 

is received from the signal receiving cir
cuit. 

3.41 To provide an indication of' marker 
seizure on teat calls over a path 

for 1700 cycle tone for office provided 
with an Office Test Frame. 

3,42 To permit the use of NXX codes for 
both local and numbering plan areas. 

3,421 To detect the code NPA-411 as an 
area information code. 

3,422 To recognize all codes having a o 
or 1 in the A position as Non Area 

codes. 

3,423 To recognize all codes having other 
than 0 or 1 in the A position and 

having a start:ln the eleventh position as 
a numbering plan area code, 

4. CONNECTING CIRCUITS 

When this circuit is listed on a key
sheet, the connecting information thereon 
is to be followed, This circuit will 
function with the following crossbar sys~em 
circuits, 

4.01 SD-95536-01 - Signal Receiving 
Circuit. 

4.02 

4.03 

4.o4 

4.05 

4.06 

SD-26048-01) - Incoming Register 
SD-25585-01) Link Circuit. 

SD-26025-01 - Incoming Register 
Marker Connector - Marker Part. 

SD-26026-01 - Incoming Register 
Marker Connector - Register Part. 

SD-26029-01 - Preference Control 
Circuit for Marker Connectors. 

SD-25586-01 - Marker Connector, 

SD-25805-01 - Master Test Frame 
Connector Circuit. 

SD-25680-01 - Automatic Monitor, 
Register and Sender Test Circuit. 

SD-25988-01 - Incoming Register 
Test Circuit. 
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4.07 SD-25675-01 - Sender Test Circuit. 

4.08 

4.09 

4.10 

1.t, 11 

4.12 

4.13 

4.14 

SD-25762-01 - Master Test Frame, 
Jae k, Lamp, and Key Circuit. 

SD-25892-01 - Traffic Register 
Circuit. 

SD-26070-01)- (Typical) Incoming 
SD-25583-01) Trunlc Circuit. 

SD-26051-01) - (Typical) Outgoing 
SD-25580-01) Sender Circuit. 

SD-26002-01) - Completing Marker 
SD-25550-01) Circuit. 

SD-95738-01 - Traffic Usage Recorder 
Circuit. 

SD-27633-01 - Offlce •rest Frame 
Circuit. 

5, l 'l'he mul tifrequency incoming register 
shall be capable of performing all 

the service functions specified in this 
circuit description and meeting all the 
requirementn of the circuit requirements 
table. 

6. 'l'AKING. Eg,JIIPMENT. OUT OF SERVICE 

6.1 Method of Taking Eg~ent Out .Q! 
§fil:y~ 

In order to take the register cir
cuit or any of its associated apparatus 
out of service, insert a No. 322A (make 
busy) plug in the associated incoming 
register make busy jack, IRMB at the jack 
bay of the master test frame. 

6. 2 Genere.l Precautions When Working 
:§n the Appa!:atul!_ 

When worlcing on the apparatus, mli!.ke 
the register busy by inserting a No. 322A 
(make busy) plug i.n the assoclated IRMB -
jack at the master test frame. When worki.ng 
on the apparatus of a register whose 
signal receiver is associated with the 
sender teat circuit, the sender test 
circuit should not be operated, No further 
precautions are necessary unless otherwise 
specified in the circuit requirement tables, 

'7' 1 

7,11 Condition 

If a multifrequency incoming regis
ter encounters a delay in the progress of 
a call, the register timing circuit will 
function and attempt to release the 
register as described in section 10 of 
the Detailed Description. 

7,12 Indication 

If the re~ister releases satisfac
torily, the only indication of the condition 
will be the momentary lighting of the time 
out lamp TO on the master test frame. If 
the register is unable to release, the TO 
lamp will remain lighted and the common 
alarm timing circuit will begin to function 
and, after a time interval of 10 to 15 
seconds, operate the major alarm and lighl, 
the register and sender time out alarm 
lamp, R-S-'l'OA. 

7,13 p.ction Required 

If, in response to a major alarm, a 
1ighted TO lamp is found, insert a No. 322A 
(make busy) plug in the !RMB ,Jacl1 assoc.lnte<l 
with the TO lamp to silr"nce tlw alar111 and 
to remove the register from service. 

7.14 Link Release Timeout 

In addition to the timeout feature 
covered under Alarm Information, there is 
also a link release and double connection 
check feature provided to check that the 
link functions are completed in the allot
ted time and that there is no double con
nection in the link path. The operation of 
this feature causes seizure of the marker 
for appropriate action which may result Jn 
a trouble recorder alarm. The procedure to 
be followed in response to trouble re
corder alarms is covered in Trouble Recorder 
Alarm Routine No. 5 Crossbar Office. 

7.2 fuse Alarm 

If in response to a major alarm an 
F'A lamp is lighted at an incoming register 
frame, it is an indication that a fuse has 
been operated at the associated frame. 

Replace the operated fuse to restore 
the alarm and ext1.nguish the FA lamp. 
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SECTION IV - REASONS FOR REISSUE 

CHANGES 

B. Changes in Apparatus 

B.l Superseded 

TEN Relay - AF519 - Option "ZK" -
Fig. 2 

TCl Resistor - 18KE - Option "ZK" 
Fig. 1 

Superseded By_ 

TEN Relay - AJ512 - Option "ZL" 
Fig. 2 

TCl Resistor - 19AAR - Option "ZL" -
Fig. 1 

B.2 Added 

SAO, SAl Relays - AK24 - Option "ZO" 
Fig. 6 

MSTA Relay - AJ15 - Option "ZO" Fig. 6 

A411 Relay - AJ512 - Option "ZO" -
Fig. 6 

STll Relay - AJ512 - Option "ZO" -
Fig. 6 

(5) Networks - 185A - Option "ZO" -
Fig, 6 

D. Description of Circuit Changes 

D.l The changes listed in paragraphs B.l 
and B.2 provide for using NXX codes 

BELL TELEPHONE LABORATORIES, INCORPORATED 

DEPT 2312-AMM-JWB-BM 

for both local and numbering plan areas 
and for detecting NPA-411 as an information 
code. 

The marker will be inforn:ed whether 
the code is local, NPA, or NPA-ltil. Local 
or nonarea codes will ground the "LT" lead, 
NPA codes will ground the "TT" lead, and 
NPA-411 codes will ground the "Xll" lead, 
provided with this feature. All codes 
beginning with O or 1 are considered non
area codes. Codes considered NPA are those 
having a start signal in the eleventh posi
tion where the A digit is other than 0 
or 1, or where the D, E, and F digits are 
411 respectively, the A digit is other 
than 0 or 1, and the start signal is re
ceived in the seventh position. 

D.2 The feature Note 102 is modified to 
indicate that Fig. 7 and 8 are re

quired only for phase I and II centrex 
trunks, circuit Note 111 is revised to 
indicate the option "ZD" is required only 
for phase I and II centrex trunks, and 
circuit Note 108 is revised to indicate 
that where the marker serves phase I and II 
centrex trunlcs, option "G" must be provided. 

D.3 Resistor codes Ks-13490-92 and 
KS-19150-52 respectively, are similar 

but use of the latter codes is prel'erred 
and is being shown in all No. 5 crossbar 
circuits. Since the resistors are physi
cally similar and the code is not marked 
on the apparatus, apparatus figures 1, 2, 
and 11 are revised to indicate the KS-19150-
52 codes in place of the KS-13490-)2 codes 
on a no record basis. This involves a 
code change of resistors RVl, RV2, LKl, G8, 
G9, LRl, LR2, TMl, and TM2. 
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